CAMERA RENTAL FORM
1 Day Camera Hire $40 byo SD card
2 Day Camera Hire $60 byo SD card
$10 Take Home SD Card

I……………………………………………………………………(full name) accept full responsibility for the digital
underwater camera I have hired from Coral Sea Dreaming, on (date)……………………………………….
I understand that I must pay for any damage or loss of the camera while in my possession. This
includes replacement or maintenance required to restore the camera and housing back to its original
hired state.
Replacement costs:
Olympus TG4 Tough Camera
$430.00
Ikellite Housing
$480.00
Total
$910.00
A Coral Sea Dreaming crew member will explain how to use and care for the camera while in your
possession. Please do not adjust any of the settings in the camera as this may affect the quality of
your pictures.
Passenger Sign………………………………………………….

Date…………………………………………………..

Name on Credit Card…………………………………………

Card #............. …………. …………. ………….

Expiry Date……………………………………………………….

CCV number ……………………………………..

HINTS AND TIPS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always have the flash turned off as it may cause back scatter in your pictures resulting in
poor images. OR use the diffuser for flash (only needed deeper than 5m)
Avoid using the zoom as while zooming in on an object you will be zooming in on any
suspended particles in the water.
Videos should be kept to a minimum to avoid filling your SD card to quickly
Try to take pictures towards the surface with the sun at your back to allow your camera to
pick up extra light.
DO NOT open the camera housing under any circumstances
When you are not using the camera keep it out of the sun to avoid a build up of
condensation and place in the fresh water bucket in between diving and snorkelling
(remember which camera number you have hired)
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